Lighting planning involves many in different standpoints. The objective of this research is to make a lighting planning chart that creates a foundation of a common language among the designer, owner and user of retail. What, where and when it is evaluated (visual environmental index) and why that method works (lighting environmental factors) is arranged in a matrix. In addition, examples of how lighting environment is planned (methods) are introduced.
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─ 506 ─ There are many people involved when planning lighting. In addition, consideration of users is crucial when planning in retail. Most of the lighting "How to" books refer to lighting method or lighting equipment (lamps) based on the typical pattern used in that certain industry sector. In reality, the impression created by lighting differs not only by industry sectors, but also with the main target and concept of the shop. Therefore, it is difficult to generalize based on industry sectors.
The aim of lighting is to lighten the visual target and to create a favorable atmosphere suited for its action and behavior of the space 16) . Illuminance is often used for planning lighting, yet many admit that creating favorable atmosphere involves more than that.
The objective of this research is to make a chart for lighting planning of retail. This focuses on the favorable evaluation of the lighting environment as in visual environmental index and lighting environmental factors that form it. Finding the relationship between the visual environmental index and lighting environmental factors will help why that lighting environment created by that lighting method ends up to be evaluated in that certain way.
Considering the visual environmental factors, the point of view is taken into account. First, where and when it is evaluated, in fact, evaluator's behavior and its chronical change is categorized into three steps and named accordingly; Visual environmental index and lighting environmental factors are picked up from the previous books and researches written on lighting planning of retail and basic perception of brightness, and arranged based on its categories. In total, 72 visual lighting index and its lighting environmental factors are organized in a matrix, and 69 of them is shown in Table 4 .
This chart is then used to create the lighting plan for retrofit of retail. First, by investigating and interviewing, 4 problems arose; 1) dark, 2) doesn't look like open, 3) glare at nighttime, 4) no atmospheric lighting according to areas.
Visual environmental index related to solving those problems were chosen, and lighting plan was formed. By comparing the result of impression experiment using visual environmental index before and after the retrofit, the validity of the renovation was shown. To enhance the effect of lighting renovation, the manual that indicates the position of the products, lighting patterns and explanation of automatic adjustment by exterior brightness was created. This example shows the usage of the chart and possibility of application to commissioning in the field of lighting. 
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